
OEKO-TEX Service GmbH  Genferstrasse 23,  CH-8002 Zurich

Certificate

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.

Bozburun Mahallesi 7050 Sokak No. 3

20020 Denizli, TURKEY

Hohenstein Textile Testing Institute

GmbH & Co. KG

74357 Bönnigheim

Germany

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

Sleeping bag, wash glove, diaper, fitted sheet, duvet

cover set, pillow case, bedspread, pot holder, oven

glove, apron, napkin, bag (also laundry, cosmetic, beach

[PES,CO knitted lining, PUR laminated]) makeup pad

(w/o yarn-dyed knitted case), blanket, bathrobe, towel

(also hooded), peshtemal, shower curtain, bath-tub mat

produced from white, dyed, yarn-dyed terry (also

woven and knitted) and woven (also muslin, reactive,

digital reactive, foil, pigment printed) fabric, knitted

(also yarn-dyed, mélange, velour, foil, pigment printed)

fabric made of CO, white, dyed, yarn-dyed woven

fabric made of LI as well as knitted fabric (also fleece)

fabric made of PES; white, dyed piqué (also waffle/

terry), yarn-dyed terry fabric made of CO/

CV(bamboo), CO/CMD, CO/CLY; yarn-dyed woven and

terry fabric made of CO/LI; white, dyed terry fabric

made of CO/PES; reactive printed woven fabric made

of CO/CV, velvet fabric made of CO; yarn-dyed terry

fabric made of CO/HA; inc. acc. (ME [buckle, ring,

adjuster], zipper, lace, button, bordure, woven tape, …

[Please scan QR code for full scope]

PRODUCT CLASS

I (baby articles) - Annex 4

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

 The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

12.HTR.11054

HOHENSTEIN HTTI

This certificate 12.HTR.11054 is valid until

30.09.2024.

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

✓ Test report : 23.1057917

✓ Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

 

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ivonne Schramm

Head of Certification Body OEKO-TEX®

Boennigheim, 2023-11-02



OEKO-TEX Service GmbH  Genferstrasse 23,  CH-8002 Zurich

Certificate

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.

Bozburun Mahallesi 7050 Sokak No. 3

20020 Denizli

TURKEY

Hohenstein Textile Testing Institute

GmbH & Co. KG

74357 Bönnigheim

Germany

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

Towel, bathrobe (with or without hood, embroidery and

applique), apron produced from woven terry fabric

made of 100 % organic cotton (GMO not detectable) and

mixtures with viscose(bamboo), white and dyed,

including accessories (yarn-dyed PES bordure, cotton

tape, embroidery and sewing thread, woven and printed

label, digital reactive printed woven CO piping, zipper,

non-woven interlining); exclusively produced from

material certified according to OEKO-TEX®

STANDARD 100.

PRODUCT CLASS

I (baby articles) - Annex 4

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

20.HTR.35967

HOHENSTEIN HTTI

This certificate 20.HTR.35967 is valid until

31.01.2025.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Test report : 23.1057958

Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ivonne Schramm

Head of Certification Body OEKO-TEX®

Boennigheim, 2024-01-03



OEKO-TEX Service GmbH  Genferstrasse 23,  CH-8002 Zurich

Certificate

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.

Bozburun Mahallesi 7050 Sokak No. 3

20020 Denizli, TURKEY

Hohenstein Textile Testing Institute

GmbH & Co. KG

74357 Bönnigheim

Germany

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

Nightwear, morning gown, T-shirt, baby bib, pyjama set

(with or without bag), tunic, dress (also beach dress),

shorts, sleeping mask, poncho produced from woven,

knitted and woven and knitted terry (also velour) fabric

made of cotton, white, dyed and yarn-dyed; fleece

fabric made of polyester; knitted fabric made of

viscose, modal, modal/polyester/elastane; woven fabric

made of linen, cotton/linen; woven fabric made of

cotton/modal, cotton/viscose, linen/hemp in yarn-dyed;

knitted velour fabric made of cotton/polyester,

viscose(bamboo)/polyester, modal/cotton/polyester,

viscose(bamboo)/cotton/polyester in white and dyed;

knitted fabric made of modal, cotton/polyester/

elastane in mélange, including accessories (sewing and

embroidery thread, button, ribbon, tape, cord, lace,

woven interlining, elastic tape, felt application, woven

and printed label, PES filling material); exclusively

produced from material certified according to OEKO-

TEX® STANDARD 100.

PRODUCT CLASS

I (baby articles) - Annex 4

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

 The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

22.HTR.96034

HOHENSTEIN HTTI

This certificate 22.HTR.96034 is valid until

28.02.2025.

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

✓ Test report : 23.1057933

✓ Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

 

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ivonne Schramm

Head of Certification Body OEKO-TEX®

Boennigheim, 2024-01-18



OEKO-TEX Service GmbH  Genferstrasse 23,  CH-8002 Zurich

Certificate

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.

Bozburun Mahallesi 7050 Sokak No. 3

20020 Denizli

TURKEY

Hohenstein Textile Testing Institute

GmbH & Co. KG

74357 Bönnigheim

Germany

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

Towel, bathrobe, bathmat produced from woven (also

terry) fabric made of cotton and their mixtures with

linen and hemp, duvet cover, pillow case, flat bed sheet,

fitted bed sheet, bedspread, curtain, napkin, table cloth

produced from woven fabric made of linen, white,

natural, reactive dyed and reactive yarn-dyed (also

mélange), including accessories (yarn-dyed bordure,

sewing and embroidery thread, woven and printed

label, metallic eyelet, mother of pearl button, printed

CO [raw white] and PES tape, rubber tape); exclusively

produced from material certified according to OEKO-

TEX® STANDARD 100.

PRODUCT CLASS

I (baby articles) - Annex 6

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

22.HTR.39797

HOHENSTEIN HTTI

This certificate 22.HTR.39797 is valid until

31.01.2025.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Test report : 23.1057946

Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ivonne Schramm

Head of Certification Body OEKO-TEX®

Boennigheim, 2024-01-03



OEKO-TEX Service GmbH  Genferstrasse 23,  CH-8002 Zurich

Certificate

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S.

OSB Subesi

Vali Münir Güney Cad. No.8 Organize San.

Böl. Honaz

20330 Denizli, TURKEY

Hohenstein Textile Testing Institute

GmbH & Co. KG

74357 Bönnigheim

Germany

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Denizli Rateks Tekstil San. Ve Tic. A.S. OSB

Subesi
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

Commission dyeing and finishing: Yarns produced from

cotton, cotton/elastane, viscose, linen, cotton/linen,

lyocell, lyocell/cotton, polyester, cotton/polyester,

hemp/cotton, viscose(bamboo)/cotton, modal/cotton,

white, reactive, vat and disperse dyed.

PRODUCT CLASS

I (baby articles) - Annex 6

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

 The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

19.HTR.97110

HOHENSTEIN HTTI

This certificate 19.HTR.97110 is valid until

31.01.2025.

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

✓ Test report : 23.1076425

✓ Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

 

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ivonne Schramm

Head of Certification Body OEKO-TEX®

Boennigheim, 2024-03-07


